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Fuel treatments are a key forest management practice used to reduce fire severity,

increase water yield, and mitigate drought vulnerability. Climate change exacerbates

the need for fuel treatments, with larger and more frequent wildfires, increasing water

demand, and more severe drought. The effects of fuel treatments can be inconsistent

and uncertain and can be altered by a variety of factors including the type of treatment,

the biophysical features of the landscape, and climate. Variation in fuel treatment effects

can occur even within forest stands and small watershed management units. Quantifying

the likely magnitude of variation in treatment effects and identifying the dominant controls

on those effects is needed to support fuel treatment planning directed at achieving

specific fire, water, and forest health goals. This research aims to quantify and better

understand how local differences in treatment, landscape features, and climate alter

those fuel treatment effects. We address these questions using a mechanistic coupled

ecohydrologic model—the Regional Hydro-Ecological Simulation System (RHESSys).

We ran 13,500 scenarios covering a range of fuel treatment, biophysical, and climate

conditions, for the Southern Sierra Nevada of California. Across fuel treatment type,

biophysical, and climate parameters, we find nontrivial variation in fuel treatment effects

on stand carbon, net primary productivity, evapotranspiration, and fire-related canopy

structure variables. Response variable estimates range substantially, from increases (1–

48%) to decreases (−13 to −175%) compared to untreated scenarios. The relative

importance of parameters differs by response variable; however, fuel treatment method

and intensity, plant accessible water storage capacity (PAWSC), and vegetation type

consistently demonstrate a large influence across response variables. These parameters

interact to produce non-linear effects. Results show that projections of fuel treatment

effects based on singular mean parameter values (such as mean PAWSC) provide a

limited picture of potential responses. Our findings emphasize the need for a more
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complete perspective when assessing expected fuel treatment outcomes, both in their

effects and in the interacting biophysical and climatic parameters that drive them. This

research also serves as a demonstration of methodology to assess the likely variation in

potential effects of fuel treatments for a given planning unit.

Keywords: climate, forest management, modeling, ecohydrology, fuel treatment

INTRODUCTION

Informed forest and vegetation management is progressively
more important as both severe drought and wildfire activity
are predicted to increase in the Western US (Moritz et al.,
2012; Clark et al., 2016). In many Mediterranean fire-prone
ecosystems drought is already shaping stand-scale dynamics,
shifting habitats, and altering the severity and frequency of
disturbances including fire and insects (Clark et al., 2016). Recent
droughts, like the 2012-2015 California event and subsequent
water stress and mortality (Asner et al., 2016), highlight the
magnitude of potential impacts of droughts on forest structure
and water resources. At the same time, increasing fire severity
in many of these regions has led to unprecedented social and
economic costs (Moritz et al., 2014). Given these ecologic and
socio-economic costs, fuel treatments are increasingly proposed
as a way to reduce risks associated with both droughts and fires.
Fuel treatments modify forest structure typically by removing
understory and small diameter trees, either through mechanical
harvest or controlled burns (Agee and Skinner, 2005). Fuel
treatments have a variety of purposes, from timber harvest-
oriented practices to increase productivity, to the restoration of
historic forest structures and associated habitat. Key among these
purposes is the role that fuel treatments can play in reducing
wildfire severity (Hessburg et al., 2016; Barros et al., 2019) and
mitigating drought impacts on vegetation (Tague et al., 2019).
We need to understand more broadly how those treatments are
altering our landscapes and affecting resources we care about,
both directly and indirectly.

Heterogeneity in forest species and stand structures,
along with different goals and available resources for forest
management, leads to a wide range of actions that fall under

the broad category of fuel treatments. Mechanical thinning

is frequently used to reduce fire severity and limit canopy
fires by reducing surface fuels, increasing the height to live
canopy, and decreasing the density of the canopy (Agee and
Skinner, 2005; Evans et al., 2011). Prescribed fire is often paired
with mechanical thinning, and in this same context aims to
increase forest resilience through reductions in surface fuels
and scorching (killing) lower branches of trees, increasing
the height to live canopy (Evans et al., 2011; Fernandes,
2015). The size and placement of fuel treatments, however,
varies. Treatments, particularly thinning, are expensive and
are typically focused on areas where fire threatens residences
and communities, or where abnormally high severity fire is
expected (Wibbenmeyer et al., 2016; Anderson et al., 2018).
Fuel treatments can be effective in reducing fire severity or
altering fire regimes, but effectiveness varies with forest type and

treatment implementation. Treatments can also have adverse
and unintended effects (Omi and Martinson, 2002; Agee and
Skinner, 2005; Safford et al., 2012). For instance—the stems
removed during thinning, called slash, if left on the forest
floor can result in greater surface fuels which then increase fire
intensity (Stephens et al., 2012). The long-term efficacy and
effects of treatments are linked to regrowth and the presence or
absence of new and competing species, leading to uncertainty
in the net effects on fire severity (Moritz et al., 2014). The
uncertainty in these long-term effects, combined with the (often
large) expense of each treatment, make long-term planning
for, and prediction of, the effectiveness of fuel treatments for
reducing fire severity challenging.

In addition to reducing fire severity, fuel treatments,
specifically forest density reductions through thinning, have
been used to increase forest productivity and growth as part of
silviculture, and more recently, as a forest management tool to
reduce drought vulnerability and forest mortality (Spittlehouse
and Stewart, 2003; McDowell et al., 2007; Cabon et al.,
2018). While there is general agreement on the short-term
effectiveness of treatments to reduce drought vulnerability and
forest mortality, there is still noteworthy uncertainty in the
long-term net effects of treatments. In fact, there is potential
for post-treatment scenarios to instead increase vulnerability to
future drought (Clark et al., 2016; Tague et al., 2019). Typically,
density reduction increases the productivity of remaining trees,
and reduces overall water stress, largely by a reduction in tree-
scale competition for water (Clark et al., 2016; Sohn et al.,
2016). However, in semi-arid regions, increases to productivity
may be diminished during dry periods (Sohn et al., 2016).
Increased leaf-to-sapwood area ratios and type conversion can
also both lead to greater drought vulnerability (Clark et al.,
2016). Treatment effects on productivity are further affected by
the access of remaining trees to shared subsurface storage and
changes to the tree scale radiation environment (Tague et al.,
2019; Tsamir et al., 2019). Density reductions both directly and
indirectly affect carbon sequestration, and while the short-term
effect is straightforward, long term sequestration depends on
post-disturbance regrowth (North et al., 2009). The interactions
between treatments and forest health are also expected to evolve
with climate change, making a priori predictions of treatment
success uncertain (Allen et al., 2010).

Fuel treatments can also be used to alter water yield (surface
and subsurface water leaving an area). Though paired catchment
clear cutting studies show consistent increases in water yield;
thinning, particularly in Mediterranean forests, shows variability
in the magnitude and direction of effects on water yield (Hewlett
and Hibbert, 1967; Brown et al., 2005; Saksa et al., 2017).
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Thinning effects on water yield are dependent on a range of
factors, including regrowth, access to storage, species changes,
and the resulting forest structure, and there remains persistent
debate on the dominant controls on the forest cover-water yield
relationship (Brown et al., 2005; Ellison et al., 2012; Filoso et al.,
2017; Tsamir et al., 2019; Kirchner et al., 2020, Tague and Moritz,
2019).

The wide range of covarying factors that both affect and are
affected by fuel treatments combine to make predicting the net
effects of a given treatment difficult. Much of this difficulty is
associated with the multiple sources of variation including fuel
treatment options, species characteristics, landscape, topographic

position, climate, and the possible interactions among them.
Understanding and ultimately predicting the total impacts of

fuel treatments requires considering the interplay between these
factors and thinning objectives, such as carbon sequestration,
fire management, forest health. Models are key tools that
can be used to explore variable interactions and identify
particularly important sources of variation even within the
same watershed (Fatichi et al., 2016). By identifying which
factors matter and when, these tools provide uncertainty
bounds on expected outcomes and can guide strategic fuel
treatment placement.

Here we use a mechanistic coupled ecohydrologic model
to explore the range of fuel treatment scenarios through time

and across biophysical sources of variation. We focus on a
mid-elevation forest stand within the California Sierra as a

representative example of a region where fuel treatments are both

likely to occur and may be focused on multiple benefits (Gould,
2019a,b). In the context of existing uncertainty around the effects
of treatments, the goals of this work are twofold:

1. To characterize the expected distribution of fuel treatment
effects on key response variables (covering the domains of
forests, water, and fire), across likely variability in biophysical
contexts that would occur within a management unit (e.g., a
forest stand within a particular bioclimatic region).

2. To understand how variability in fuel treatment effects
is explained by different biophysical, climatic, or fuel
treatment parameters. We demonstrate a novel approach,
combining modeling and statistical methods, to understand
this parameter-driven variability in fuel treatment effects.

In our analysis, we highlight fuel treatment effects on fire
severity, carbon sequestration, water yield and forest productivity
and examine whether estimates of these effects are similar
to commonly held assumptions of treatment outcomes. We
typically expect that over short to medium time periods (5–30
years) fuel treatments:

H1. Reduce fire severity – fuel treatments remove fuel and
alter canopy structure, limiting the ability of fire to reach
the canopy and thus reducing risk of high severity fires

(Agee and Skinner, 2005).
H2. Reduce carbon sequestration – fuel treatments are a direct

removal of carbon from the landscape, and so lead to lower
carbon sequestration, in the short term and in the absence of
future fires (North et al., 2009).

H3. Increase water yield – removal of vegetation directly reduces
total transpiration. Though more soil is exposed, increasing
ET, those increases are typically smaller than decreases to
transpiration, and so water yield (or streamflow) is expected
to increase overall (Brown et al., 2005).

H4. Increase productivity – remaining vegetation after a fuel
treatment will tend to have less competition and greater access
to resources (light, water, nutrients) following a treatment,
increasing net primary productivity (Clark et al., 2016; Cabon
et al., 2018).

Through sensitivity analysis, we assess how biophysical and
treatment variation within a given watershed impact these
expected outcomes. While the goal of precise prediction of the
total long-term effects of fuel treatments on a specific landscape
is still in the future, this work demonstrates a watershed
scale approach for mapping the fuel treatment-ecohydrologic
parameter space. Our approach can be leveraged to assess
fuel treatment effects not only at the stand to watershed
scale, but regionally. Moreover, understanding the linkages
between biophysical parameters and fuel treatment effects can
serve to inform future modeling and forest management in
similar watersheds.

METHODS

Model Framework
We use the Regional Hydro-Ecological Simulation System
(RHESSys) to simulate the effects of thinning (RHESSys 7.1.1).
RHESSys captures the relevant range of processes, at scales
that support analysis of the hydrologic and vegetation carbon
cycling impacts of density reduction. RHESSys is a process-
based ecohydrologic model, which in addition to traditional
hydrologic modeling, dynamically models plant growth, carbon,
and nitrogen cycling, and has successfully been applied to
simulate the effects of thinning and climate change impacts
on forest growth, carbon cycling, and hydrologic fluxes (Tague
et al., 2009; Grant et al., 2013; Saksa et al., 2017; Tague and
Moritz, 2019, Tsamir et al., 2019). In particular, Saksa et al. (2017)
demonstrated the use of RHESSys to estimate post-thinning
water fluxes and vegetation responses. The model has also been
used to estimate hydrologic impacts of the restoration of natural
fire regimes, including the removal of understory vegetation in
Yosemite National Park (Boisramé et al., 2019). RHESSys has
recently been coupled with fire spread and fire effects models
and coupled model evaluation shows the model can capture
spatial and temporal variation in fire regimes (e.g., variation
in fire return interval) (Kennedy et al., 2017) and expected
relationships in pre- and post-fire forest structure (Bart et al.,
2020). Previous work has also evaluated the ability of RHESSys
to capture hydrologic and carbon cycling in semi-arid mountain
systems (Garcia et al., 2016; Son et al., 2016).

RHESSys accounts for both understory and overstory
vegetation. Vegetation ecophysiology parameters can be
adjusted to simulate a different plant species. These parameters
are set via the RHESSys parameter database (https://github.
com/RHESSys/ParamDB), literature derived values, previous
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RHESSys implementations, or a combination of these methods.
Precipitation, wind, and radiation are attenuated through
overstory and then understory canopies. All vegetation grows
stems, leaves, and roots dynamically. Downwelling radiation
is adjusted by topography following MT-CLIM (Running
et al., 1987) and landscape scale topographic shading through
horizon angles. Radiation interactions with the ecosystem
are modeled separately for direct and diffuse radiation,
as radiation is attenuated through the canopy. Leaf scale
fluxes differentiate between sunlit and shaded leaves. Gross
photosynthesis is estimated using the Farquhar Photosynthesis
model (Farquhar et al., 1980), which is driven primarily by the
availability of light, water, and nitrogen, as well as growth and
maintenance respiration models adapted from Ryan (1991). Net
photosynthesis is allocated using the method from Dickinson
et al. (1998) as also described in Garcia et al. (2016), and carbon
and nitrogen both cycle vertically and can transfer laterally.
Water input to RHESSys is driven by precipitation, and the
model features vertical and horizonal water fluxes, both above
and below-ground. Above-ground there is canopy, litter, and
soil evaporation and transpiration [using Penman-Monteith
(Monteith, 1965)], as well as overland flow (either Hortonian or
saturation) and infiltration. Snow accumulation and melt, and
the impact of forest shading on these processes is also simulated.
Below-ground water (and nutrient) stores are separated into
the root zone, which is dynamically defined by the depth of
vegetation roots, the unsaturated zone, and the saturated zone.
A groundwater store can also be used both as a sink from the
saturated zone and contribution to the stream, and water fluxes
occur vertically between these below-ground stores as well
as laterally, driven by elevation gradients derived from above
ground elevation.

A stochastic fire spread module has been recently added
to RHESSys (Kennedy et al., 2017). In the module, spread is
iteratively tested against a spread probability that is calculated
from the litter load, relative deficit (1-ET/PET), topographic
slope, and wind direction relative to the direction of spread.
RHESSys also calculates fire effects on forest stand and litter
variables for those burned cells (Bart et al., 2020) by using the
spread probability as a proxy for surface fire intensity. This,
in combination with biomass and the relative heights of the
understory and overstory, is used to calculate fire-related changes
to the surface, understory, and overstory carbon stores. We use
a subset of this functionality for our purposes, not running
the full fire spread and effects models but instead components
derived from them, which is detailed more in section fuel
treatment scenarios.

Previously in RHESSys the patch was the smallest modeling
unit both spatially and with respect to nutrient and water routing.
Here, we include the use of a new “multiscale routing” method
(Burke and Tague, 2019; Tsamir et al., 2019). This approach
creates a “patch family” as the smallest spatially explicit model
unit and use “aspatial patches” within the patch family to account
for within patch heterogeneity (e.g., areas within a spatial stand
that comprise thinned, open areas, and remaining trees) without
requiring very fine scale (meter) spatially explicit representation
that would require computational complexity beyond currently

available tools. In this context, the aspatial patch is then the
smallest modeling unit for vertical water, energy, and nutrient
dynamics. In previous RHESSys applications, RHESSys used
only hillslope routing, routing subsurface water between spatially
explicit model units (patch families) based only on topography.
Within patch family routing or “local” routing occurs not because
of topography but rather root access, and at scales smaller
than are typically modeled. Crucially for the purposes of this
work, we have added RHESSys functionality to capture finer
scale density reduction impacts on water availability and growth.
These advances account for between vegetation (aspatial patch)
exchanges (among gaps, thinned, and unthinned vegetated areas)
as well as shading by neighboring trees within a stand (patch
family). Thus, RHESSys now supports “multiscale routing” with
two scales of water (and nutrient) routing: a) routing due
to topography between patch families within a hillslope or
watershed and b) a new “local routing” that allows exchanges
between aspatial patches and their associated vegetation types,
that are typically at scales too small (<30-meter) to characterize
as spatially explicit units within a watershed scale model such as
RHESSys. Sensitivity of ecophysiological fluxes to the addition of
multiscale routing methods is demonstrated by Tsamir et al. and
presented by Burke and Tague (2019).

Previous work has shown that this “local” routing between
gaps, thinned areas and remaining trees can have a substantial
impact on post disturbance (fire or density reduction) hydrology
and regrowth (Tague and Moritz, 2019). In this study, local
routing (shown conceptually in Figure 1), moves water between
patches, with the water content of each patch approaching
the mean of the patch family, mediated by the sharing
coefficient. Water in the rooting zone and unsaturated zone
is transferred among aspatial patches in each patch family. A
sharing coefficient is defined to modulate the transfer of water
between patches. When gaining water, only water up to field
capacity is available to the root zone, with excess going to the
unsaturated zone. When losing water, only water down to the
wilting point is available from the root zone, with the remainder
coming from the unsaturated zone. Sharing coefficients will
vary primarily with species (which controls root spread and
distribution) and gap size distributions (determined by the
preexisting forest structure, thinning method, and thinning
intensity; Schenk and Jackson, 2002; Clark et al., 2016). Nitrate
and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) are transferred along with
water following existing approaches in RHESSys for linking water
and nutrient transport.

Shading within the patch family is also accounted for as
a part of multi-scale routing. Though the multi-scale routing
method does not model individual trees explicitly, by modeling
thinned and unthinned areas separately, we approximate the
effects of shading between neighboring thinned, unthinned and
open area patches. Shading is modified by an adjustment to
the east/west horizon, which is used to determine total daily
incoming shortwave radiation, based on the relative height of
the patch compared to the patch family. Shading is adjusted
if the shading angle is greater than the existing horizon angle.
Note that for each patch, vertical shading or attenuation of
radiation through vertical canopy layers remains as in earlier
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FIGURE 1 | Conceptual model of the multiscale routing method, including the local routing of subsurface storage and shading that occurs between co-located aspatial

patches. Shown are examples of pre-treatment, post-treatment, and post-regrowth dynamics, and possible associated changes in subsurface storage and shading.

versions of RHESSys (Tague and Band, 2004). Figure 1 shows
our implementation of shading and how it evolves with changing
conifer height.

Site
Our study site is a typical mid-elevation conifer forest in the
Southern California Sierra, an area that has been previously
identified as a high priority area for fuel treatment (Thompson
et al., 2016). For model set up and parameterization we use
data from the Kings River Experimental Watersheds (KREW)
and the Southern Sierra Nevada Critical Zone Observatory
(CZO). Higher elevations at this site maintain a seasonal
snowpack but transition to rain dominated at lower elevations
(Son et al., 2016). Vegetation cover is mainly mixed-conifer

forest, consisting of white fir (Abies concolor), ponderosa
pine (Pinus ponderosa), Jeffery pine (Pinus jeffreyi), California
black oak (Quercus kelloggii), sugar pine (Pinus lambertiana),
and incense cedar (Calocedrus), that transition to sclerophyll
shrubs [greenleaf manzanita (Arctostaphylos patula), mountain
whitehorn (Ceanothus cordulatus)] at lower elevations (Bart et al.,
2016; Safeeq and Hunsaker, 2016). Soils are coarse sand and
sandy loam (Gerle-Cagwin) with high infiltration capacities,
and relatively deep storage (Bales et al., 2011). For this study,
we build on previous watershed scale RHESSys simulations
at this site (Bart et al., 2016; Son et al., 2016). Here we
sample forest stand characteristics by selecting from aspect,
elevation, subsurface water storage capacity, and vegetation types
within the watershed. For our model scenarios, described in
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TABLE 1 | Summary of fuel treatment scenario parameters.

Fuel treatment scenarios

Treatment method and intensity 10

Understory thinning + prescribed fire: high, med, low 3

Overstory thinning, with/without slash: high, med, and low 6

Prescribed fire 1

Treatment Frequency: 5, 10, and 30 years 3

No treatment 1

Site characteristics 540

Vegetation: shrub, conifer, and shrub/conifer mix 3

Aspect: north, south 2

Plant accessible water storage capacity: low, med, and high 3

Aridity: dry, variable, and wet 3

Climate warming: baseline, + 2◦C 2

Root sharing coefficients: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 5

Total (incompatible combinations removed) 13,500

Bold values highlight the major subcategories of scenario variation.

more detail in section scenarios, we use data from a local
meteorology station (Grant Grove, National Climate Data Center
Station, Lat: 36.73603◦N, Lon: 118.96122◦W, elevation 2,005m).
Historic records (1943–2015) for this station have a mean annual
temperature of 8◦C and mean annual precipitation of 1,037 mm.

Scenarios
Model simulation scenarios were designed to cover a reasonable
range of possible physical conditions and fuel treatment types for
mid-elevations in the Southern Sierra Nevada. A synopsis of these
scenarios is included in Table 1. Given the high computational
cost of simultaneous parameter variation with continuous
sampling of the parameter space, we use a factorial approach and
choose 2-3 end member parameter values encompassing high,
medium, and low ranges, that define the expected extremes and,
in some cases, mid points for each parameter. All simulations are
done for a single location (patch family).

Biophysical Parameters and Climate Scenarios
Three vegetation covers were simulated: shrub, conifer overstory
with a shrub understory, and a 50/50 mix of uncovered shrub
and conifer over shrub (also referred to subsequently as shrub,
conifer+shrub, and conifer+shrub/shrub). For aspect we used
north and south. For plant (root) accessible subsurface water
storage capacity (PAWSC, included at “low,” “medium,” and
“high” intervals), we used parameters from Tague and Moritz
(2019). These parameters span the range of PAWSC for vegetated
locations in mid-elevation Sierras. We note that “high” PAWSC
is greater than typical soil depth for this site, and acknowledge
that plants often access water well below organic soil depths (Klos
et al., 2018). We use root sharing coefficients of {0, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, 1}, where 0 indicates no root sharing (all aspatial patches
are isolated) and 1 indicates complete sharing by all vegetation.
Climate in each scenario is varied in two ways: the aridity and
the presence or lack of climate warming. “Aridity” is defined by
the subset of the observed climate record at Grant Grove station

over which the simulation is run, with “wet,” “variable,” and “dry”
periods being the maximum, median, and minimum of 30-years
moving averages of annual precipitation. The “wet” period is
(water years) 1953–1983 (1,103mm mean annual precipitation),
“variable” is 1942–1972 (1,057mm), and the “dry” period is
1985–2015 (967mm). Though there is overlap in these periods,
importantly the wet and dry periods are mutually exclusive, and
the dry period captures the recent Californian droughts which is
of particular interest here. Climate warming is included through
a uniform shift in the observed climate record, increasing
temperature by 2◦C, and increasing CO2 to 450 ppm. Climate
warming is applied to the wet, dry, and variable periods to extend
the range of climate conditions (e.g., to include the possibility
of warmer droughts). We acknowledge that future climate may
include a wider range of conditions (such as longer duration or
more frequent droughts). However, climate model estimates of
precipitation change for this region remain uncertain (Hayhoe
et al., 2018). To limit computational and model complexity we
focus on our simple set of scenarios that have a high likelihood of
occurring in the short-term (next decade).

Model estimates require initial conditions that may vary with
the biophysical parameters listed above. To account for this, spin-
up to initial conditions was done separately for each vegetation,
PAWSC, root sharing coefficient, and aspect, as each of these
factors could alter the long-term soil nutrient and above ground
biomass supported by the plot. Each instance was initialized with
known soil nutrient values for the mid-elevation Southern Sierra
site, and then each was run for an additional 140 years (looping
the observed climate record) to further initialize the soil nutrients
and allow vegetation to grow and reach maturity. Our analysis
focuses onmature forest/shrubs, assuming no recent fires as these
are likely to be the conditions targeted by fuel treatments.

Fuel Treatment Scenarios
Fuel treatment scenarios were selected to explore the range
of possible thinning methods, intensities, and frequencies,
while being limited and guided based on reasonable real-world
(financial and physical) constraints on area treated and treatment
frequency (Calkin and Gebert, 2006; North et al., 2015). Three
main categories of treatment were selected: understory thinning
(paired with prescribed fire), overstory thinning, and prescribed
fire alone. In RHESSys, fuel removal is implemented as removal
of a combination of litter and vegetation understory or overstory
carbon and nitrogen stores (including stores in leaf, stems,
and roots). RHESSys does not currently track individual stems,
thus all thinning scenarios remove a given percentage of
litter, overstory and/or understory pools, based on the type
and intensity of thinning. Understory thinning is meant to
approximate a thinning from below strategy, though we limit
fuels removed to only the shrub understory. All understory
treatments were coupled with a lagged (by 1 month) prescribed
fire. Understory thinning was simulated in RHESSys through
removal of both carbon and nitrogen from the shrub understory.
Prescribed fire following thinning removes litter carbon and
nitrogen stores. Overstory thinning is meant to approximate a
selection thinning strategy and is limited to removal of overstory
vegetation carbon and nitrogen pools. Overstory thinning was
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FIGURE 2 | Conceptual model of the domains that underpin and are affected by fuel treatments.

combined with two slash (vegetation removed during thinning)
management scenarios. One where slash remains and becomes
part of litter pools (potentially increasing future fire spread
and severity) and a second where slash is removed. Prescribed
fire, both when it follows an understory thinning and when
used alone, is simulated by removal of both litter and coarse
woody debris.

Understory and overstory treatments were performed at
three intensities, implemented in RHESSys through application
of the treatment (e.g., removal of vegetation) at fractional
area coverages of 0.1, 0.25, and 0.4. For example, a 0.1
intensity understory treatment removes all understory carbon
and nitrogen for an aspatial patch with 10% coverage, which
for the encompassing patch family, translates to removal of 10%
of the total understory (and a smaller reduction in total stand
carbon). A treatment of only prescribed fire was also run where
100% of litter and coarse woody debris pools were removed for all
aspatial patches. For scenarios with only shrub vegetation cover,
where there is no understory, we omit the overstory thinning
scenarios (as the single shrub canopy “overstory” is already
thinned equivalently by the understory thinning scenarios).

Each of the treatment method and intensity combinations
was run at three different temporal frequencies over the 30-
years simulation. All treatment scenarios start with a treatment
at the simulation start. We then have three different temporal
treatment frequencies over the 30-years simulations: no further
treatments, treatments every 5 years, and treatments every 10
years. Each of these treatment scenarios were repeated for all
combinations of biophysical parameters. A no treatment scenario
was also run for each biophysical scenario. A total of 31 treatment
scenarios, and 540 biophysical and climatic scenarios were run
yielding a total of 13,500 scenarios (with incompatible vegetation

type + treatment method scenarios removed). All scenarios
were run at a daily timestep for 30 years. For each scenario
we output three key biophysical variables: stand carbon, net
primary productivity (NPP), and evapotranspiration (ET), and
three fire-related variables: fire spread probability (FSP), shrub
fuel height (shrub only scenarios), and conifer canopy fuel
gap (conifer+shrub scenarios). The three biophysical variables
broadly serve as metrics for key functions in the domains
included in Figure 2. Stand carbon is included as a means of
tracking carbon sequestration, NPP is used as a metric of forest
health and is further useful as a measure of drought resilience,
and ET shows direct effects on the water balance and indirect
effects of treatments on water yield.

The fire-related variables: FSP, shrub fuel height, and conifer
canopy fuel gap, are indicators of how fire regimes might vary
across scenarios and parameters. FSP denotes the likelihood that
a location would burn, given ignition (or fire in a neighboring
patch), and is broadly an indicator of surface fire occurrence
and fire spread. This metric however does not reflect the fire
severity or the impact of a fire on stand structure and biomass.
We note that for the single patch family implementation used
here (without neighboring patch families), we cannot run the
full RHESSys-Fire model (Kennedy et al., 2017; Bart et al., 2020)
directly. RHESSys, however, does provide fire-related outputs at
the patch scale, from which we calculate the metrics included
here. Shrub fuel height and conifer canopy fuel gap are direct
indicators of stand structure/biomass, and indirectly serve as
proxies for potential fire severity. In the shrub only case we
use mean annual maximum shrub height (over the simulation
period), as it is indicative of available fuels. In conifer+shrub
scenarios we use the difference in understory and overstory fuel
heights. We use the canopy height gap here as an indicator of the
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likelihood that ladder fuels (understory shrubs) would facilitate
a crown fire if fire were to spread into this patch. The mixed
50/50 vegetation runs (conifer overstory with shrub understory
combined with uncovered shrub alone) were excluded in these
analyses as the severity metrics are not comparable. Together the
six variables, stand carbon, ET, NPP, FSP, shrub fuel height, and
conifer canopy fuel gap, span the range of domains encompassed
in Figure 2.

Analysis
The number and breadth of simulation outputs presents a
challenge in analyzing the simulation results. Each scenario
produces a time series of responses to the fuel treatments,
that reflects the impact of daily to inter-annual variation
in meteorological forcing. Figure 3 highlights an example of
this, illustrating the roles of fuel treatment timing, vegetation
regrowth, and seasonally driven trends in stand carbon. There
are complex interactions that arise from the layered effects of
baseline seasonal trends (in stand carbon) and post-treatment
regrowth—Figure 3 shows just one example of this that
illustrates differences between treatments and the baseline “no
treatment” case at a monthly time scale. Though these finer-time
scale regrowth dynamics certainly merit greater investigation,
this work is focused on a broader synthetic perspective. Our
goal is to assess the differential role of biophysical and climatic
parameters and treatment scenarios on the long-term aggregate
effects of fuel treatments. For all response variables, our analyses
look at changes in treated scenarios relative to otherwise
equivalent untreated scenarios, computed as the percent change
of the simulation-long (30-years) annual averages, between each
treated scenario and untreated equivalent scenario. Because we
average over the 30-years simulation, we provide a longer-term
perspective of fuel treatment effects, with less emphasis on the
ephemeral and more immediate fuel treatment responses.

As the goal of this research is both to characterize the
broader scope of outcomes, while also interrogating specific
parameter interactions, we include analyses to facilitate both
goals. Histograms are used to capture the range and distribution
of fuel treatment effects on each response variable. To illustrate
parameter interactions, we also use a series of boxplots, showing
response variable distributions subset by parameters. Showing
all possible parameter interactions in this way is not feasible,
thus we select several particularly salient examples. We also
use Random Forests [with the R packages RandomForest and
randomForestExplainer; (Liaw and Wiener, 2002; Paluszynska
et al., 2019)] to identify the relative importance of biophysical and
climatic parameters in predicting the treatment effects. Random
forests use a bootstrap of the regression tree combined with
random sampling of predictors at each node in the tree. We
generated the random forests each with 500 trees (bootstrap
runs) and with local importance set to TRUE. We use minimum
depth to rank the parameters by importance. The depth in a tree
indicates the order in which a parameter is selected. A smaller
value for depth indicates higher importance, with typical low
values (for our purposes) of∼1, and high values >3.

RESULTS

The 13,500 scenarios produced by the varied input parameters
result in noteworthy range and variability in effects on forests
(stand carbon and NPP), water (ET), and fire (FSP, shrub
fuel height, and conifer canopy fuel gap). The distribution of
effect sizes of the biophysical and fire variables of interest,
across expected variability in biophysical, climatic, and fuel
treatment parameters, is shown in Figure 4. Effect sizes highlight
the long-term mean changes in each response variable to a
fuel treatment, relative to untreated equivalents. Distributions
shown for each response variable are grouped (colored) only
by treatment type, and thus results for each treatment type
include variation in not only biophysical parameters but also
fuel treatment intensities and timing. All four of the expected
fuel treatment outcomes (H1–H4) are confirmed to varying
degrees by means of simulation distributions, although for NPP
mean is not significantly different from 0 (no change). Fire
severity (as indicated by shrub fuel height and conifer canopy
fuel gap) is reduced, carbon sequestration goes down, and
water yield increases. However, for all effects there is substantial
variation in the magnitude, and for some scenarios, direction of
the outcomes. Most treatment effect distributions are roughly
normally distributed, although some variables including ET,
shrub fuel height, and conifer canopy fuel gap (Figures 4C,E,F)
show left tailed skews. The result of this is that, despite fuel
treatment effects broadly conforming to expected outcomes
(H1–H4), some subset of scenarios will diverge from those
expectations. Stand carbon and ET (Figures 4A,C) adhere to
expected treatment effects (H2, H3) in most cases, with only
23.4 and 22.4% of scenarios showing increases in stand carbon
and ET respectively, and those increasing scenarios are weighted
toward 0% change. NPP features a large range of treatment
effects (-150–50%), with 42% of scenarios leading to decreases,
departing from expected treatment effects (H4). FSP has a narrow
range, spanning only−13–8%, which is an expected outcome
given that fuel treatments are not typically expected to have a
strong effect on fire spread rates. Potential fire severity, on the
other hand, is expected to be affected by fuel treatments. Shrub
fuel height and conifer canopy fuel gap show a substantial range
of outcomes,−62–1% for shrubs, and−170–48% for conifer.
Treatment effects on shrub fuel height consistently align with
expected reductions in fire severity (H1) whereas changes in
conifer canopy fuel gap are strongly dependent on treatment type
with overstory treatments leading to increases in potential fire
severity, diverging from expected effects.

Interactions between fuel treatment and biophysical
parameters, and the subsequent impact on fuel treatment
effects, are of specific interest in this research. Interactions
between treatment type and PAWSC alter fuel treatment
effects on NPP, ET, conifer canopy fuel gap, and fire spread
probability (subset for only conifer+shrub vegetation scenarios;
Figure 5). Treatments, of all types, performed on high PAWSC,
largely lead to increasing NPP (Figure 5A), In contrast, in low
PAWSC, overstory thinning produces substantial decreases
in NPP (median of−24%), while understory thinning and
prescribed fire both have a positive median change of 4%. These
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FIGURE 3 | Monthly stand carbon for two treatment scenarios (40% understory removal with following prescribed fire and 40% overstory removal) and a no treatment

scenario, performed on conifer overstory with shrub understory, implemented every 10 years (vertical lines), with otherwise identical biophysical and climatic

parameters (“wet” aridity, no climate warming, “low” PAWSC, 0.5 root sharing coefficient, North aspect).

varied treatment effects show that for some sites with lower
PAWSC (shallow soils), NPP declines may occur and are more
likely, while for other sites with high PAWSC, differences in
treatment can lead to substantially larger or smaller increases.
Treatment effects on ET (Figure 5B), by comparison to NPP,
tend to be smaller and have less variation, both across PAWSC
and treatment type. At medium and low PAWSC, thinning
leads to expected reductions in ET, while at high PAWSC and
for all prescribed fire scenarios ET increases, deviating from
expectations (H3). Conifer canopy fuel gap (Figure 5C) shows
a more notable difference in treatment effects across treatment
type as opposed to PAWSC. Overstory treatment effects on
conifer canopy fuel gap are nearly all negative (median−32-
−38%), indicating increasing fire severity contrary to expected
reductions (H1), while understory treatments and prescribed
fire have more moderate, and typically positive effects on conifer
canopy fuel gap (median ∼ 0–32%). Fire spread probability
(Figure 5D) has much smaller magnitude of effects overall than
any of the other responses, and shows increasingly negative
changes with lower PAWSC, though across all treatments and
PAWSC,median changes still only range from 0% (prescribed fire
on high PAWSC) to−3% (understory thinning on low PAWSC).

For a subset of parameters, assessed across treatment type,
treatment effects on conifer canopy fuel gap vary consistently
with fuel treatment type, and inconsistently with the other varied
parameters (Figure 6). Across all parameters, fuel treatment
effects on conifer canopy fuel gap are split, with consistent
negligible to moderate increases from understory treatments
and prescribed fire, and reductions from overstory treatments.

Though treatment type is the strongest determinant of whether
treatment effects will lead to expected reductions in potential fire
severity (through increases in conifer canopy fuel gap), the other
varied parameters alter the magnitude of those changes. Climate
warming (Figure 6A) and aridity (Figure 6B) lead to marginal
differences in conifer canopy fuel gap. Increased warming
and dry aridity scenarios reduce variability of understory
treatments and prescribed fire, though median effects are
consistent regardless warming at 9 and 2%, respectively (for
both parameters). Treatment intensity (Figure 6C) results in
progressively larger changes in conifer canopy fuel gap with
greater treatment intensities. For intensities of 0.1–0.4, overstory
treatments lead to reductions of −12 to −77%, while understory
treatments produce the expected increases (H1) from 5 to 11%
(prescribed fire does not have an associated intensity). Treatment
interval (Figure 6D) mirrors treatment intensity somewhat,
though with greater variability and smaller median shifts. The
shortest treatment interval (most frequent) leads to the largest
magnitude changes in conifer canopy fuel gap, increases coming
from understory treatments and prescribed fire, and reductions
from overstory treatments.

To summarize the influences of all parameters, accounting
for their potential interactions we use random forests. Minimum
depth distributions, generated from the random forest decision
trees for stand carbon, NPP, ET, FSP, shrub fuel height,
and conifer canopy fuel gap are shown in Figure 7. Climate,
treatment scenarios and biophysical parameters (collectively
“parameters”) are ordered by mean minimal depth. In all cases
the predicted metric is the difference between the treated and
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FIGURE 4 | Histograms of fuel treatment effect sizes, in percent change of simulation long (30-years) means relative to untreated equivalent scenarios, for stand

carbon (A), net primary productivity (B), evapotranspiration (C), fire spread probability (D), shrub fuel height (E), and conifer canopy fuel gap (F). Colored by treatment

type.

untreated paired simulation. The rank order of simulation
parameters differs across effects—a parameter is ranked higher
(has a lower mean minimum depth) when it has a greater
ability to reduce variability in subsets of the variable of interest,
with the mean value indicating the mean decision tree level
at which that occurs. However, lower ranked parameters may
still contribute to explaining variability in effect size, particularly
if there are a substantial number of trees (cases) where this
parameter is ranked highly (ex. minimal depth <= 3). This
variable importance occurs for all parameters to some degree
apart from aspect.

Fuel treatment method and intensity rank either first or
second for all response variables while treatment interval shows
more variation in its contribution to treatment effects and tends
to rank lower, ranging from second to fourth. Nonetheless fuel
treatment interval is a higher-order control, often ranking higher
than biophysical or climate parameters. The most consistent
parameter across variables, and least influential is aspect, ranking
last for all parameters and with a particularly high mean
minimal depth of 3.1–3.4. Both PAWSC and vegetation type
are moderately important with a consistently high degree of

influence. PAWSC matches or exceeds the mean minimal depth
of the treatment parameters for stand carbon and NPP effects.

Aridity and climate warming tend to rank relatively low
but still contribute to variation in effect. For stand carbon
(Figure 7A) these climate parameters have influence that is
nearly equal to that of treatment interval. Climate warming,
compared to aridity, has a slightly more pronounced effect on
NPP and ET (Figures 7B,C), and has less influence in the case
of FSP (Figure 7D), but both the ranking and magnitude of the
mean minimal depths (∼2–2.7) of climate warming and aridity
are very similar. The root sharing coefficient, which determines
fine-scale within-stand interaction, ranks low, second to last in
general, but both the mean minimal depth values (2.39–2.58)
and the distributions of minimal depth are similar to that of
climate parameters.

Minimum depths of shrub fuel height (Figure 7E) and
conifer canopy fuel gap (Figure 7F) feature fewer parameters
due to already being subset by vegetation type. The mean
minimal depth values and distributions for shrub fuel height
follow both the form and general order of the mean minimal
depths and distributions of the other response variables. The
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FIGURE 5 | Boxplots of percent change of simulation long (30-years) means relative to untreated equivalent scenarios, for net primary productivity (A),

evapotranspiration (B), conifer canopy fuel gap (C), and fire spread probability (D), for only conifer+shrub scenarios, subdivided by PAWSC on the x-axis and colored

by treatment type. Upper and lower hinges indicate the 1st and 3rd quartiles (25 and 75th percentiles), and whiskers indicate the greatest/smallest value within 1.5

times the inter-quartile range.

minimal depth distributions for conifer canopy fuel gap have
a somewhat different form, with four parameters grouped
tightly at mean minimum depths of 1.98–2.08. Root sharing
coefficient also stands out in the conifer case, ranking 3rd
with a mean minimal depth of 1.98 (ranked 5th at 2.06
for shrub fuel height), indicating a greater influence of this
parameter on the effect of thinning on conifer canopy fuel gap,
relative to the role of root sharing coefficient for the other
response variables.

DISCUSSION

This analysis has improved our understanding of the effects of
fuel treatments across a range of biophysical and climate settings
with varied fuel treatment practices. Through the simulations and
subsequent analysis done here we provide insight toward two
goals: (1) understanding the scope and magnitude of expected
fuel treatments effects on forests, water, and fire for a mid-
elevation Southern Sierra site and (2) understanding how fuel
treatments, biophysical parameters, and climate interact and
serve to explain responses in fuel treatment effects on forests,
water, and fire.

Distribution of Fuel Treatment Effects on
Water, Carbon, and Fire
The distributions of fuel treatment effect sizes characterize the
range of outcomes across expected biophysical conditions and
varying treatments at the Southern Sierra site (Figure 4). While
simulations reflect results for a particular site, these distributions
have broader use in a few main ways: (1) By varying topographic
and climate parameter sets used in our simulations, results
are likely to be representative of much of the Southern Sierra
Nevada region. Thus, these results can support regional-scale
questions and goals or be upscaled into multi-region analyses.
(2) The distributions of effect sizes serve as a starting point,
highlighting potential sources of variation in fuel treatment
effects that should be explored by more focused simulations for
watershed-specific fuel treatment impact assessments. (3) Our
approach demonstrates a method that could be readily applied
in other locations.

Our sensitivity analysis found non-trivial differences in fuel
treatment impacts on mean annual stand carbon, NPP, ET,
FSP, shrub fuel height, and conifer canopy fuel gap across fuel
treatment type, biophysical, and climate parameters. This is
evident both through the varying parameter relationships, such
as effects on NPP resulting from varied fuel treatment type
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FIGURE 6 | Boxplots of percent change of simulation long (30-years) mean conifer canopy fuel gap, relative to untreated equivalent scenarios, for only conifer+shrub

scenarios, subdivided by climate warming (A), aridity (B), treatment intensity (C), and treatment interval (D) on the x-axes and colored by treatment type. Upper and

lower hinges indicate the 1st and 3rd quartiles (25 and 75th percentiles), and whiskers indicate the greatest/smallest value within 1.5 times the inter-quartile range.

and PAWSC (Figure 5A), or effects on conifer canopy fuel gap
across fuel treatment type and treatment intensity (Figure 6C),
and the differences in parameter influence across response
variables shown via the random forest analysis (Figure 7). These
parameter relationships are complex, context dependent, and
vary by response variable, but together they emphasize that fuel
treatment effects are likely to be highly variable even within the
same watershed. Variation is not only in magnitude, but often
also in direction with some conditions leading to increases and
others decreases in the response variable of interest. We find
key instances where fuel treatment effects deviate from expected
outcomes (H1–H4), such as increases in carbon sequestration or
reductions in water yield. This variation across fuel treatment
practices, biophysical conditions, and climate parameters (that
could all occur within the same management unit) underline
the need for a more comprehensive understanding of the factors
affecting fuel treatment effectiveness. Results here can extend to
regional planning to meet forest management goals; attempting
to balance key regional priorities like fire severity reduction
and carbon sequestration will require accounting for the likely
variation in fuel treatment effects.

Our results serve as a first-order approximation of possible
outcomes resulting from a fuel treatment, as well as distributions
indicating likely outcomes. Stand carbon (Figure 4A) and ET
(Figure 4C; showing changes in water yield), are noteworthy
here. Both response variables have relatively few scenarios
resulting in increases (percent change > 0%), which is indicative
both of how often treatments lead to increases in water yield
(reduce ET) and the challenge in increasing carbon sequestration
through fuel treatments. These results are generally consistent
with our expectations (H2, H3) from other modeling and field-
based studies. While these results suggest that fuel treatments
alone will generally lead to a decline in sequestered carbon,
other studies have shown that if fuel treatments effectively reduce
fire severity, this could lead to a long term net gain in carbon
storage in the Sierra (Liang et al., 2018). In this study, where
wildfire is not explicitly included, the scenarios that do show
modest increases in carbon (up to 30%), reflect cases where
thinning effectively stimulates growth of remaining vegetation
(potentially by reducing competition for water or reducing
understory shading). These cases are particularly noteworthy
given the baseline assumption of decreasing sequestration (H2).
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FIGURE 7 | Means and distributions of minimal depths for the random forest decision trees of stand carbon (A), net primary productivity (B), evapotranspiration (C),

fire spread probability (D), shrub fuel height (E), and conifer canopy fuel gap (F). Minimal depth indicates, for each random forest, the first decision tree node that a

given parameter best grouped (minimized variance) for the output variable.

While large scale biomass removal generally leads to increases in
streamflow due to declines in transpiration (Brown et al., 2005),
the smaller biomass removal associated with thinning is often
compensated for by increases in evaporation, and transpiration
of remaining trees (Saksa et al., 2017; Tague and Moritz, 2019).
We find similar outcomes in this study where some scenarios
have a net decrease in water availability (a net increase in ET),
diverging from the typically expected water yield increases (H3).
Themagnitude of changes resulting from treatment aremodest—
a positive skew from 0% up to 14% increase in ET. For both
stand carbon and ET, understanding the limited, but still present,
scenarios that depart from typically expected outcomes (H2 and
H3), will be key to forest management planning, but also useful
as a basis for further, more focused modeling and analysis.

In considering the distribution of fuel treatment effects on fire
related variables we see a dichotomy between the small range

of effects on FSP (Figure 4D) and the more noteworthy range
of effects on shrub fuel height and conifer canopy fuel gap
(Figures 4E,F). The difference between the fire metrics shown
in Figure 4 underscores the often-small magnitude of effects
a fuel treatment is likely to have on fire spread. However,
treatments do produce a large range of effects on fire severity,
shown in our study particularly when considering the conifer
canopy fuel gap, which broadly aligns with expected treatment
effects (H1). It should be noted that despite generating metrics
assessing potential fire spread and severity, we do not run
these simulations dynamically with fires affecting the landscape.
Our results emphasize that fuel treatments mostly contribute
to reducing potential fire severity, rather than fire spread. We
note, however, that our spread indicator does not consider active
fire suppression and it is likely that the fire suppression will be
more effective at reducing spread when fires are less extreme.
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Our results also highlight that reductions in potential fire severity
also differ both with biophysical/climatic conditions and the
type of fuel treatment. Critically, even when only considering
understory treatment followed by prescribed fire, a treatment
option supported by the literature in regards to its efficacy in
reducing fire severity (Agee and Skinner, 2005), there is still a
nontrivial range of effects, with many at or near 0% change.
This range of effects is in contrast with the (often assumed)
expectation of consistent treatment effects on fire severity (H1),
and in turn emphasizes the challenge simply in consistently
altering fire severity through fuel treatments. Though more
specificity and detail on a fuel treatment scenario may lead to
greater certainty on the efficacy of that treatment, the baseline
assumption should account for this distribution of outcomes, or
at the very least should emphasize the uncertainty inherent in
these estimates.

Parameter Interactions
For all types of fuel treatment responses - carbon, water, and
fire—our results demonstrate substantial interactions among
biophysical, climatic, and fuel treatment parameters. Even when
only viewing the influence of two parameters on fuel treatment
effects (Figure 5), we find that treatment type and PAWSC can
interact to produce varied effects across both dimensions. When
comparing high and low PAWSC, changes in NPP (Figure 5A)
are divergent across treatment type. ET (Figure 5B) and conifer
canopy fuel gap (Figure 5C) show similar trends, though it
is both the median effect as well as variability that varies
across treatment type and PAWSC. This variability arising from
parameter interactions is not present for all response variables—
fire spread probability (Figure 5D) varies little across PAWSC.
Similarly, not all parameters interact and lead to variation in
effects. Conifer canopy fuel gap (Figure 6) responds similarly
across some parameter combinations and shows varying or
diverging trends across others. Both climate warming and aridity
(Figures 6A,B), subset by treatment type, show small median
impacts on conifer canopy fuel gap, with the primary response
being small effects on variability. Treatment intensity and interval
(Figures 6C,D), on the other hand, show much less consistency,
with conifer canopy fuel gap changing in median effect and
variability across both parameters. A critical repercussion of the
variable responses we demonstrate is that a treatment strategy, or
expected outcome of a treatment (e.g., H1–H4), assessed solely
across a single parameter, may miss key trends in how that
treatment will more broadly affect forests, water, and fire.

When we look at the effects of all parameters simultaneously
using the Regression Trees (Figure 7), we find that most of
the parameters play a nontrivial role in explaining response
variability. Some parameters, however, do appear to be
consistently more important—treatment method and intensity,
for example, more strongly control trends in treatment effects
as compared to aspect. The high ranking of fuel treatment
parameters (treatment method and intensity and treatment
interval) is encouraging, suggesting that these actions (and
changes in them) are likely to have an impact across a range of site
and climate conditions. Nonetheless PAWSC and vegetation type
also consistently rank high. Collectively this pattern underscores
the importance of biophysical setting and its interaction with

treatment strategies in determining how a treatment affects
forests, water, and fire. Based on this, PAWSC and vegetation
type should be considered in fuel treatment selection. This is
not always actionable from a management perspective, as often
specific locations in the wildland urban interface necessitate
treatment to mitigate high severity fire risk—but in modeling or
planning possible treatments with a degree of flexibility, the cost-
benefit of where to treat should consider PAWSC and vegetation
type with weight similar to the type of fuel treatment itself. This is
particularly true of treatments aimed at a broader range of forest
andwater-related goals—key among them are droughtmitigation
efforts like reduction in forest mortality or increasing water yield,
while still aiming to reduce fire severity.

Climate is a less dominant control on fuel treatment
effects as compared to the treatment method and intensity,
treatment interval, vegetation type, and PAWSC. Though there
is a consistent difference in rank order between the climate
parameters (climate warming and aridity) and the above four
parameters, the margin can be small, as with treatment effects on
stand carbon (Figure 7A) or conifer canopy fuel gap (Figure 7F).
Our results indicate that while climate is not a clear primary
control on the outcome of a fuel treatment, neither can we ignore
it given the often-marginal difference from other, higher ranked,
parameters. As focus on fuel treatments used for climate change
mitigation increases, the need for inclusion of climate in analyses
of fuel treatment effects will also increase. This work serves
to contextualize that inclusion of climate as a control on fuel
treatments; in more expansive analyses, or those simulating long-
term projections, climate (both climate warming and aridity) is
a reasonable or even necessary control to include and vary, with
the opposite being true in narrower, or shorter term analyses. The
role of climate here is also likely underestimated as we simulate
climate warming only with a 2◦C increase in temperature and
our aridity scenarios do not account for the expected increased
variability of precipitation (Hayhoe et al., 2018).

Our results are consistent with other research that has
considered factors like treatment method, storage capacity,
vegetation type, and climate as variables that can influence
treatment responses (Finney et al., 2007; Hurteau et al.,
2014). Tree-scale interactions between neighboring vegetation,
specifically lateral transfers of water and shading, are not
typically considered. In this study, the root sharing coefficient
reflects variation in tree scale interactions. While the root
sharing coefficient is not the dominant factor influencing fuel
treatment effects, it is consistently comparable to the climate
parameters, and has a particularly large influence on conifer
canopy fuel gap. Our research underscores the importance of
tree-scale lateral root access in facilitating emergent differences
in vegetation heights. While more work is needed to fully
understand tree-scale water transfers due to lateral root access,
and how this varies with species and canopy structure, the
role of tree-scale lateral transfers shown here is noteworthy.
Finally, we note that aspect demonstrates a consistently weaker
influence on all fuel treatment effects. Inevitably there will
be specific cases in which aspect has a more noteworthy
influence on treatment effects, but it nonetheless would be
the first parameter to exclude when narrowing the scope
of analysis.
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Model Limitations and Future Work
Though our research makes meaningful strides to better
characterize fuel treatments and fuel treatment effects, both
through the incorporation of tree-scale lateral transfers, as well
as other recent advances to RHESSys, our modeling approach
(like any) remains an imperfect approximation of reality. Some
limitations include the use of indicators of fire severity rather
than natively including fires within the model, and the absences
of lateral subsurface water inputs (see Methods). These are
not limitations of RHESSys but rather are constraints due to
modeling a single “patch family” rather than a hillslope. Focusing
on a single patch allowed us to fully explore a complex parameter
space. Practical computing would limit this exploration for a
full watershed implementation, but future work will investigate
watershed scale behaviors for parameter scenarios selected from
this study. In this study we did not account for heterogeneity in
vegetation size classes nor species differences.

The relationships between scenarios and treatment effects in
this research are based on assumptions and limitations specific to
our mid-elevation Southern Sierra Nevada site. Despite this, little
of the model or scenario parameterization is truly exclusive to
our site. Parameter sets were selected specifically to be regionally
representative. The results found here are then useful across
regions where vegetation, climate, and PAWSC are comparable—
Southern Sierra Nevada mid-elevation regions. Beyond the
broader application of the results of this work, the methodology
developed here, both the modeling methods (RHESSys and
multiscale routing) and the general architecture of the scenarios,
has merit for use elsewhere. Interest in fuel treatments for fire
severity reduction, improved drought resilience, increased water
yield, and myriad other purposes is not unique to the Southern
Sierras. The methods demonstrated here can be replicated in
other regions to build improved understanding of global effects
of fuel treatments, which continues to be a key yet challenging
goal (Evaristo and McDonnell, 2019; Kirchner et al., 2020).
The methods shown in this work also present an opportunity
for synthesis with empirical data on fuel treatment effects,
and can serve as a foundational step, to preface either more
focused modeling work, or to inform the planning of field work.
Replication of this work is already planned across a series of sites
in the Western United Sates, but with climate-driven increases
to fire activity projected for many regions of the world (Moritz
et al., 2012), additional locations merit further investigation of
fuel treatment effects.

CONCLUSIONS

Interactions between biophysical setting, climate, and fuel
treatments are complex and have non-linear effects on forests,
water, and fire. As fuel treatments receive more interest, and
more often with goals beyond fire severity reduction, it becomes
increasingly important to understand and ultimately quantify
the range and distribution of likely effects that a treatment
may have. This presents a challenging task for modelers and
field scientists alike given the intersecting scientific domains
and complex interconnected processes. Our research works to
address this problem and provide a blueprint for how to robustly
identify both the range of expected treatment effects and which

factors have the greatest influence on those treatment effects.
Across our range of scenarios, we highlight cases where treatment
effects deviate from expectations, such as instances of increasing
carbon sequestration or decreasing water yields. Even when
treatment effects conform to expected direction of change (e.g.,
increasing water yields), results show substantial variation in the
magnitude of effects even within the same watershed. For our
mid-elevation Southern Sierra site, fuel treatment parameters
(i.e., treatment method and intensity, and treatment interval)
along with biophysical parameters (i.e., vegetation type and
PAWSC), are important controls on fuel treatment effects.
Climate and root sharing coefficient are of lesser, albeit variable
importance across fuel treatment effects, while aspect stands
out with particularly little influence on fuel treatment effects
for this site. Arising from these analyses, we underscore the
difficulty in estimating fuel treatment effects over narrow ranges
of biophysical and fuel treatment parameters, and the need
for greater variation across the parameter space, particularly as
treatments are used with multiple goals in mind concerning
forests, water, and fire. This approach allows for more focused
analyses to further interrogate, at finer spatial and temporal
scales, how fuel treatments affect our natural environment.
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